Regenerative properties of fetal sheep tendon are not adversely affected by transplantation into an adult environment.
Tendon injuries account for a significant number of musculoskeletal afflictions each year. While new surgical techniques and rehabilitation protocols have led to improved clinical outcomes, postsurgical scarring remains the most problematic aspect of tendon repair. In contrast to this typical pattern of fibrosis, recent studies have shown that fetal tendon is capable of healing without scar. However, whether this regenerative healing pattern is intrinsic to the fetal tissue itself or the result of its environment is not known. Thus, the objective of this study is to examine the influence of an adult environment on healing in adult and fetal tendons. We hypothesized that injured fetal tendon tissue transplanted into an adult environment would retain a regenerative healing pattern after injury, demonstrating normal histological and mechanical properties. Our results support this hypothesis. Histological analyses revealed considerable alterations in adult tendon transplants after injury while fetal transplants showed no abnormalities. The injured adult tendons also demonstrated elevated levels of TGF-beta1, bFGF, and CD44 at the wound site, whereas the fetal specimens showed little or no such changes in response to injury. The data from our biomechanical studies further corroborate these observations, with significant decreases in the stiffness, modulus, and almost all viscoelastic properties in wounded versus unwounded adult tendons, and fetal specimens showing no differences in mechanical properties between the wounded and unwounded groups. Thus, the results of our investigation demonstrate that the adult environment is not an impediment to scarless repair and that this capability is intrinsic to the fetal tendon itself. Our study also begins to provide insight into the mechanisms controlling this regenerative response.